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Finance Committee Report 

By Andrew Montanaro 

July 16, 2012 

To the Selectboard and residents of Blandford:  

As recent Chairman of the Finance Committee, I would like to take this opportunity at the end of 

the fiscal year to review with you some of this committee’s past year’s goals, hopes, 

accomplishments and failures, in the hope that you will take up the challenge to continue where 

we have left off. My sincere hope is that you will make progress and see successes in the town’s 

operations where we have contributed in some way with the groundwork. In order to keep things 

organized, I will discuss the status of 6 major categories or areas that we have encountered and 

deliberated upon for many hours over the past year. These deliberations have resulted in the 

formulation of some recommendations which I will outline, (or I will repeat others’ 

recommendations) to assist in planning for the immediate and short term future, but which are 

expected to have positive long term effects, as well. These categories include; Taxpayer Payment 

Discrepancies; Expense and Revenue record keeping; General Measures of Success; External 

Finance Reports; Delinquent Tax Collections; and lastly, Communications. 

 

To begin with the First category, Blandford is facing a taxpayer record discrepancy on the order 

of $50,000 to $55,000 with the potential for this number to grow further. This discrepancy 

revolves around the loss of payment records associated with taxpayer payments to the Collector. 

These discrepancies surfaced as a result of the election of a new Collector and a Turnover Audit, 

accompanied by many complaints by taxpayers of inaccuracies in the their tax records kept by 

the town. When this problem began to be understood, we (the leadership of the town) instructed 

the Tax Collector to keep the current records and transactions in an accurate and up-to-date state. 

We indicated that we would provide help in resolving the errors of the previous period. We made 

a commitment to provide assistance, and funding in the recently recommended budget. When we 

did this, the money was targeted for elimination in the “Minority Report” at the Town Meeting, 

creating conflict and confusion with the residents. The result was a substantial reduction in that 

funding for this external assistance.  

Concurrently, the Finance Committee made a recommendation to the chief Finance members 

(Accountant, Collector and Treasurer) in the form of a proposed Tax Recovery Initiative. This 

exercise was meant to test the boundaries of our internal systems, records, and employees to 

determine what kind of progress, if any, could be achieved in tracking lost payments and 

associated funds. This initiative began on April 2nd and we asked that this first attempt to find 

errors be completed by June 22nd. It was our request that these individuals track 14 taxpayer 

records, and the group decided to attempt 7 records. Of these, 5 were ultimately reported on. A 

final report was submitted on June 27th with the Accountant declining to attend the meeting to 
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report the results. The Tax Collector made a presentation of 3 sets of taxpayer discrepancies, and 

reviewed the results from 2 sets of discrepancies that were researched by the Accountant. The 

Collector had both points of agreement and disagreement with the Accountant’s report. The 

Treasurer, having been replaced by a newly elected person, did not attend or provide 

documentation of any research. The result of this effort, from the Finance Committee’s 

perspective, was that Ms. Massee (Tax Collector) made some interesting and valuable 

discoveries, which should help to correct incorrect records. However, the core substance of the 

report leads us to conclude that the goal of finding lost payments was not achieved. This 

conclusion supports the initial opinion that external, professional assistance will be necessary to 

resolve this problem. It will now be up to the Board of Selectmen to choose the method and set 

the parameters and time frames for resolving this messy problem. In any case, it should not be 

dragged out further, in the blind hope that a solution will appear out of thin air, or that it will 

disappear if ignored.  

In support of reaching closure, it has been reported that the Accountant and the previous Tax 

Collector have worked together to create a list of “solutions” to these problems which were 

dramatically displayed at our Annual Town Meeting by that previous Tax Collector. The Finance 

Committee requested a copy of these documents and supporting documentation, in the hope that 

they would indeed assist the town in validating (or invalidating) taxpayer claims and correcting 

our records. This request was denied. Therefore, we recommend that the Selectboard direct the 

Accountant to produce these documents (as she must have used official town software, in her 

official capacity as Accountant, in the process of investigating this issue with the previous Tax 

Collector, and producing those documents).  

Our next recommendation is that the Selectboard direct the current Tax Collector to prepare and 

provide a list of known taxpayers that have indicated record discrepancies, with background 

including substance of complaints, documentation provided, and scope of the problem (amount 

of tax payment in contention). Even if this does not represent the final list, it is necessary that the 

Selectboard and Finance have a working list of people and amounts, so that a mechanism is in 

place to track progress while keeping clear the scope of the remaining problem.  

And our final recommendation on this subject is that the Selectboard file an official letter with 

the bonding company for a claim in the amount listed in the Tax Collector’s report recommended 

in the prior paragraph. We believe that at this time, having had a year to analyze and digest this 

issue, a claim to the bonding company is an appropriate and prudent step for the Selectboard to 

take, in meeting its fiduciary responsibilities to the town. This recommendation mirrors the 

DOR’s general instructions to file a claim as soon as a problem is discovered, regardless of the 

clarity or detail of the problem visible at that point.   
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On the second matter reviewed by the Finance Committee this past year, I would like to speak to 

the recording and use of financial records in the performance of operating the town. Specifically, 

I am speaking of the handling of our Revenue records and our Expense records. The entire 

purpose of creating and voting on a budget for the town (and each of its departments and 

agencies) is to establish parameters or limits on the amount of money to be spent. These limits 

are established in concert with the expected revenue that the town is to receive. The conditions 

for a properly run municipality are that expenses should not exceed revenue. In an ideal setting, 

expenses should run under revenue, creating a “free cash” situation from which the town has 

options. (Free cash options including building up a rainy day or Stabilization fund, paying for 

one time, capital purchases, or paying down debt, among others).  As should be fairly well 

known by now, Blandford is in a negative free cash position and this has been growing worse for 

four years. Prudent managers ought to make every effort to reverse this trend by reducing 

expenses wherever possible, and tracking revenue closely to insure that our estimated income is 

being realized.  

The tools which managers must use in order to monitor and understand the trends in income and 

expenses are monthly reports from the Accountant. In the case of revenue, as funds are 

transferred from the Tax Collector and other sources to the Treasurer, a reconciliation should be 

conducted in order to confirm the accuracy of these transfers, as recorded in the general ledger. 

Not only does this strengthen our base of knowledge to make timely decisions, it also is essential 

for the closing of our books and the reporting of our financial condition to the Department of 

Revenue each year. As a result of several years of discrepancies in our revenue records (Example 

of $177,000 last year in real estate alone), in July/August of 2011 it was agreed that the 

Accountant would reconcile all revenue received by the town each month. These reconciliations 

were delayed on several occasions, were incomplete through the entire year, and when presented, 

were lacking clarity and order in their format. The last reconciliation of any nature we have seen 

was in March of this year, with discrepancies and voids noted. As an example of the actual level 

of recordkeeping completed, we have asked for Water Department income reconciliations each 

of the quarters of the previous fiscal year with varying (generally positive or neutral) responses, 

but absolutely no documentation of results. We have every reason to believe that neither Excise 

nor Personal Property taxes have been reconciled, either.  

This process of monthly reconciliations is not an innovation of the Finance Committee. It is a 

routine process in most towns and cities of the commonwealth. It has also been strongly 

recommended by the Department of Revenue, Division of Local Services, in their Financial 

Management Report of August, 2011. In this report, they state that “reconciliations of cash and 

receivables are not only a critical financial control, but a fiduciary obligation of the accountant, 

collector and treasurer.” They go on to say “ the Selectmen, for their part, should require a 

monthly reconciliation report from the accountant.” Our external auditors (Melanson Heath)  

have similar concerns, labeling the lack of reconciliation procedures as a “material weakness” in 

several past annual reports, and listing this as the first issue to be corrected in one of those 

reports.  
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 Having failed to perform this task as a basic step in competent fiscal management, and having 

this deficiency officially repeated over several years, we agree with DOR that this is a strong 

reason to INSIST that these reconciliations begin immediately, be completed for all cash and 

receivables, and be presented in a completed fashion, at a predetermined deadline, either bi-

weekly or monthly, without delay or excuse. Further, we recommend that this report be formally 

reviewed by the Selectboard and Finance Committee monthly, with any and all action necessary 

to insure compliance. The alternative is a failure to meet basic fiduciary responsibilities, to 

understand the level of income generated for the town’s use, or climb out of the negative free 

cash hole we have fallen in to.   

 

In a similar manner, the records listing expenses of each department in the town have been found 

to be lacking in previous years. As a result, we understood and agreed last year that monthly 

reviews of expenses by the Selectboard, by the Finance Committee and by each department 

would be a normal part of proper fiscal management of the town’s resources. It was expected 

that these reports would be supplied routinely (monthly) with accurate and complete information 

to review. The results have been disappointing. The reports in question have never arrived 

without formal requests, are usually late, do not reach all of the stakeholders in managing their 

expenses, and on several occasions have been known to have errors in posting to the correct 

account, or lack critical information. This incomplete and late information has contributed to 

overspending by some departments, and an inability by the town administrators to manage or 

control the process, making the annual budget into an ineffective tool. We have been forced to 

have special town meetings to transfer funds to accounts which have been overdrawn, both 

during and also after the end of the fiscal year.  

I therefore recommend that the Selectboard redouble its efforts to have accurate and timely 

Expense Reports produced and delivered to every department on a monthly basis (suggesting 

that this happen by the 7th of each month). It is also recommended that all purchases be reported 

to the Accountant when they are made, in order for her to include these expenses in those 

reports, for accuracy and completeness. It is also recommended that for any department that is 

over-budget (as measured by the percent of the year completed vs. the percent of the budget 

consumed) that department will make a report to the Selectboard giving the reasons for the over-

budget status and the plan to reduce spending in order to return to an in-budget condition as soon 

as possible. Those departments who do not produce a plan should be given one. Those 

departments who do not produce a reasoned report for the condition should be directed to cease 

all purchases until such a report and plan are in place.  

The town is clearly not accustomed to operating in this manner and it is necessary to establish 

new habits of fiscal responsibility with Selectboard oversight and control. The Selectboard 

must exercise its leadership role in changing these current customs, and the negative outcomes 

that follow. Therefore, we also recommend that a vigilant Procurement Officer be appointed to 

maintain the oversight and control necessary to insure that proper purchasing procedures are 
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followed and proper outcomes are achieved. These procedures ought to include the review and 

rebidding of old contracts (several insurances have already been recommended with no follow- 

up action pending), the insistence of compliance with state law on large purchases, and the use of 

the Capital Equipment methodologies outlined in the latest budget preparation exercise. 

Departments spending over $1,000 for durable goods should receive a thorough review and 

approval from this Procurement Officer before obligating the town to purchases.  

Lastly on this topic, we must report that participation in the budget preparation process has been 

deemed to be a voluntary activity. Several departments are very aggressive about processing 

their paperwork along with personal visits to explain their operations. Other departments have 

shown little interest in the process and failed to complete the budget documents after repeated 

requests. The Finance Committee has interpreted this lack of input as approval to manufacture an 

artificial budget for those departments. However, at Town Meeting, Finance is challenged on 

these numbers and budgets are modified, as voters choose, circumventing the intended process. 

We recommend that all of the departments, boards, and committees of the town expending town 

moneys be held responsible for producing a meaningful budget recommendation, with 

supporting backup, and be directed to participate in the education of the Finance Committee with 

regard to their requests for funding. Failing to understand and balance all the departments’ needs 

will result in a game of “winners” and “losers”, instead of an appropriately prioritized plan for 

the Town, for the fiscal year.  

 

The Third topic of this report, I will call our “Measures of Success”. In this section, I aim to 

highlight some further operational indicators that point toward, or away from a functionally 

competent, well run municipality.  

Indicator #1.  Closing fiscal year with accurate records.  

This past year, the town made very significant progress in moving the actual submittal of our 

closing documents from 8 months after the end of the fiscal year, to a more reasonable 3 ½ 

months. In order to accomplish this, a hard target date was established and regular updates were 

required. While the resulting closing documents were submitted in a more reasonable time 

frame, our receipts and receivables were never reconciled, leading to a growing deficit in the 

state’s free cash calculation. After our report from the state was received, it was determined that 

additional, more complete information, was now available and it was determined that we would 

file an amended closing in March of this year. That step was never taken, leaving our official 

free cash position for the year at negative $314,000.  

Indicator #2.  Recap finished at a reasonable time.  

The figures necessary to establish a tax rate for the calendar year must be submitted to the state, 

and they must respond before bills are prepared for issuing on January 1. Last year, this process 

was delayed until the last minute with tax bills in jeopardy of being mailed using old rates. This 
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habit of waiting until the end of the approved time period to meet our obligations is not a sign of 

a healthy, properly functioning town. 

Indicator #3.  Ensure that free cash is available.  

As will be outlined in more detail below, the State’s report on Blandford’s financial health 

specifically makes note of our negative free cash position, indicating that we are the ONLY town 

in Massachusetts that has had negative free cash for three years in a row. Since that report, we 

have registered another year with a larger free cash deficit. This is certainly not a comforting 

indicator of success. The two most important methods of reversing this trend are to reconcile our 

receivables and to stop the over-spending of departmental budgets. We are and have been 

recommending each of these.   

Indicator #4.  Bills paid on time; good working relationship with town vendors.  

It has been reported in the past year that vendors have issued overdue statements with 3 and 4 

months of unpaid bills on monthly services, cancelation notices from regular suppliers, and a 

host of complaints, warnings, and damaged relationships from regular vendors resulting from our 

delay of timely payments. Vendors such as our heating oil company, our phone and internet 

company, our office supply company and others have stopped doing business with us or have 

indicated their displeasure and reluctance to continue doing business with Blandford. In addition, 

it appears that a uniform system is not in place to avoid the double payment of invoices (as has 

been reported more than once this year), leading to much confusion and extra work. As a result 

of these continuous payment problems, the Selectmen incorporated a list of routine vendors 

along with their billing and payment records into a document which they were to control, in 

order to insure prompt and accurate payments. While this was one attempt to gain control of the 

problem, it appears to have failed, as the document is not in use and the problems are seen to 

continue.  

Even though the scope of this issue is not yet in full view, we believe there is enough history 

(many years) and information available to recommend that the system for receiving, recording 

and paying bills be entirely overhauled with assigned oversight/supervisory personnel built into 

the revised process.  

Taken together, these Measures of Success, lead us unavoidably to conclude that Blandford is 

operating in a dysfunctional manner. We need serious attention and guidance on the road to 

recovery. We would recommend that Blandford be admitted to the Intensive Care Unit until it is 

clear that we can regain our health.  Sadly, this condition requires some major doses of corrective 

medicine, if the patient is to survive.  

 

The fourth topic of this report is an overview of the town’s financial performance as measured 

by three external bodies with competence to make judgments on this issue. All have provided 
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reports to us in the past year. They are the Department of Revenue, to whom we report, the 

Melanson Heath Auditors whom we pay a substantial amount of money to provide that 

performance review, and the independent Auditor of our Tax Collector’s program. In summary, 

over the past 12 months, we have received another disappointing audit from Melanson Heath on 

our annual performance, an alarming audit of the Collector’s office describing several 

deficiencies and irregularities from Ms. Josephine Sarnelli, and a scathing review of the town’s 

management of its affairs by the Department of Revenue.  

Concerning the town’s Annual Auditor’s reports, we have not received a completed report in 

years because we continue to fail to provide complete documentation of our systems, procedures 

and records. As an example of a continuation of this trend, as of this writing, our auditors are 

now exceeding 4 months into the audit process for fiscal 2011, which ended June 30, 2011, with 

requests for information and documents still unmet by our town. There is absolutely no excuse 

for these delays. We will again receive an outdated report from this company that is over 12 

months old, with no opportunity to make any corrections in fiscal 2012. Neither is there any 

reasonable excuse for the repeated deficiencies listed in their letters year after year. We have not 

shown any interest or willpower in addressing these problems or correcting them. They are not 

addressed at Selectboard meetings in past years. Corrective actions are not assigned to 

individuals with completion dates and scheduled reviews.  Judging from these many, repetitive 

reports, we continue to receive a failing grade. 

Concerning the Audit report of the Tax Collector’s office, the resulting document reveals a 

number of mismatched funds, excessive balances in bank accounts, money not turned over in a 

timely fashion or at all, missing records (from bank statements to cash deposits), and actions and 

inactions without proper documentation. The Finance Committee held a hearing in April to 

discuss this report with its author, concluding that there is more work to be done in re-

constructing the collector’s office operation to proper order.  Some members of the town in 

authority considered this hearing to be counterproductive to peace and order in the town, 

describing it as a “witch hunt” that has generated anger and frustration in the town. These 

members consider the Sarnelli Report to be a waste of tax payer money, and would prefer to 

shelve the report and move on, without expending any more of the town’s resources to address 

the problems described. It sounds like “hiding the problem” is equivalent to “solving the 

problem” for these people. The Finance Committee’s opinion however, is that a significant 

problem in our operation needs to be exposed in order to actually be resolved, and it is our 

responsibility to understand it better and to recommend and take corrective actions.  

 At Town Meeting we recommended that professional, outside services be contracted to assist 

the tax collector in  reconstructing records with special attention to taxpayers who have provided 

proof of tax payments, with no corresponding payments reflected in the town’s records. With 

objections from the “Minority Reporters, the former Tax Collector and without the support of the 

town’s leadership for this recommendation, the voters greatly reduced this recommended 

funding.   
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Concerning the Department of Revenue report on the condition of the Town’s operational skill 

and efficiency, to put it bluntly, we were hammered. There were 28 listed deficiencies and 78 

recommendations to correct these deficiencies in their August, 2011 report. Several of their 

recommendations have been listed in the review we have provided above.  [reconciliations, 

hiring a town administrator, changing the Collector and Treasurer’s position to appointed (to 

foster selection of qualified candidates), follow up on Sarnelli’s recommendations, holding 

employees to proper hours of operation, developing and using standards of operation, completing 

reports on time: Closing, Schedule A , Recap report, etc., etc.]  

A neutral reader, looking at these reports and our records would conclude that we deserve a 

failing grade based on an analysis presented in each of these reports. While this failure is quite 

disappointing, the lack of concern and corrective action on the part of our administration and all 

of the key players in our municipality is our biggest frustration. This frustration also is visible for 

the newly elected officials in the Tax Collector and Treasurer’s offices. They have inherited a 

large portion of this “mess” but their personal standards and understanding of the commitment 

necessary to perform their jobs properly, spurs them to make the necessary changes. But the 

resources that are withheld, combined with the town’s apparent lack of overall concern, are 

demoralizing to the point of tears.  

We therefore recommend that an ad hoc committee be established to understand the underlying 

problems outlined in these reports and prepare a comprehensive plan to regain fiscal 

responsibility and control, as well as operational competence, along with a level of morale that 

can only be achieved through repetitive, successful results. 

  

The Fifth category to be reported is the status of our collection of delinquent taxes. The total 

overdue taxes calculated by DOR in their 2011 report was over $990,000. This enormous amount 

has been the topic of several Finance Committee discussions. Review of past collection efforts 

appear mediocre as the modest budgeted “Tax Title” amounts allocated in previous budgets have 

not been fully consumed. There are several overdue payers with no action having been recorded, 

and again our auditors have commented that the percentage of overdue taxes in Blandford is 

significantly greater than for other comparable towns. Complicating these events is the 

incomplete information in the Tax Collector’s records. Even under these circumstances, the 

current Tax Collector has, for the first time, sent out tax bills with delinquency notices attached, 

which have generated a significant response. She has since indicated that there is approximately 

$180,000 overdue taxes still due this completed fiscal year. Some of this is expected to arrive 

with arrangements in process. She is also planning to send letters to each person, indicating the 

facts of delinquency with a request for correction. Coupled with this, she has drafted a plan to 

offer amnesty (of interest and penalties) for those who are willing to make immediate payment 

arrangements (to be presented to the Selectboard). The remainder should be placed in Tax Title 

so that the process progresses as determined by state law. We recommend that the Selectboard 

support the Tax Collector in her efforts to contact all delinquent tax payers and to consider an 
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amnesty plan as a way to show our concern for our neighbors and to reduce our large receivable 

problem. 

It is also in the direct interests of the town that a method of tracking revenue be established, such 

that our actual collections can be compared to an expected or budgeted amount on a monthly 

basis, for purposes of measuring progress in this area. Therefore, we recommend that a monthly 

Revenue budget be established and reported, separate from the reconciliation and expense 

reports. 

Finally, there are properties currently in our possession which should have been and ought to be 

disposed of in a timely manner. We recommend that all properties currently in the town’s 

possession from tax taking be auctioned as soon as practical (by mid-fall). There are also other 

properties which are becoming a burden for the town instead of an asset. We recommend that the 

Old Town Hall be actively rented or sold, as well as the Shepherd Farm property. These two 

should be included in the auction, if there are no active prospects for their disposal or productive 

use. 

 

The Sixth and last category of this report concerns communications. While not a financial matter 

directly, it does have a strong impact on internal operations and successful interaction with the 

public. We will break this topic into three parts: communication between employees or 

departments within the town structure; specific communications between residents and town 

departments; and a more general communication between the town officials and the residents. 

With regard to the first area of communication, we note with disappointment that it is very 

difficult to communicate with employees of the town in order to perform business, or to gain 

information in order to perform our individual jobs. The first problem is that we do not have 

available a complete list of all people who are responsible for activities in the town, with job 

titles, phone numbers and email contact info. When we attempt to distribute a policy, procedure, 

or official document or some kind, it is very difficult to insure that everyone who needs the info 

receives it, as evidenced by the spotty attendance at several All Boards Meetings. It is also very 

difficult to get a response from people when asking a question or requesting information. I am 

not even talking about a “timely” response. I am speaking about any response at all. It seems as 

if responses to legitimate inquiries are given a low priority or are considered optional. My hope 

and request is that we would be able to establish a method of confidently sending messages to all 

people employed by the town with an expectation that a response will be coming.  

With regard to the second form of communication listed, we also note that residents trying to 

conduct business with town employees have great difficulty finding those people at work. They 

do not know their hours of normal operation and how to contact them to make inquiries or 

appointments. We are asking that you purchase or construct a large display board that will notify 

all inquirers when offices are open for business, who is in charge of the office, and how they may 
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be contacted outside of the posted hours. The corollary to this is that inquiries left for these 

people must get a response in a reasonable time frame.  

We feel that part of the problem consists of incomplete policies and procedures, but part of the 

problem stems from our part time town government system. Normally, full time employees 

understand that their jobs are a priority during their established working hours. However in our 

part time system, the attitude can easily (and sadly sometimes does) develop into a part time, 

“whenever I get to it, if I get to it” attitude. We would ask that the Selectboard encourage, even 

require an attitude that shows that even when working part time, the times designated for work 

are still a priority.  

The town deserves its share of fully committed time from its employees. We do not know the 

best way to instill this attitude where it does not exist, but it can certainly be emphasized 

formally during annual evaluations and a few well chosen slogans circulating around town hall 

could get the message out. (How about, “Service starts with Showing Up” ?) 

The third form of communication that we would like to discuss is from departments or agents of 

the town to the residents. In this age of overwhelming data availability, it seems reasonable that 

we provide information on a variety of topics of wide interest to our town residents, in a way 

easier to receive. The information can be in the form discussing two sides of an unresolved 

question, asking for opinions or straw polls on an open issue, it can be in the form of policy and 

procedure reminders, or it could be in the nature of community service. In any case, we believe 

that if the town were to improve communications with her residents, they would be more 

knowledgeable on the topics of the day, and potentially more involved in the process of making 

informed decisions. While purely optional, this may take the form of a periodic news letter, or an 

article in a regular journal, or as an interactive comments section of our Web site.  

 

To summarize our recommendations then from above text, we are asking for: 

1. Perform Monthly Revenue Reconciliations 

 

2. Complete and Distribute Timely Expense Reports (Monthly)   

 

3. Review Revenue and Expense Reports: Make Corrections/Adjustments 

 

4. Pay Bills in 30 Days 

 

5. Reduce our Delinquent Tax levels 

 

6. Divest town of Unproductive Properties 

 

7. Review External Reports: Prioritize Corrections; Activate Plan. 
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8. Review Capital purchases and re-bid contracts over $5,000  

 

9. Plan, Monitor, Coordinate and Control: ie. Manage the process of Achieving the goals 

above. 

 

10. Enhance Official and Unofficial communications.  

In conclusion, it is apparent that Blandford has a steep road to climb before we can regard 

ourselves as operating according to the standards expected of municipalities. But we have it 

within our power to accomplish a major portion of this climb, if we choose to make the 

commitment and the effort. The Finance Committee stands ready and willing to make a positive 

contribution to this effort.       

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Andrew Montanaro, 

Finance Chairman, Ret. 

 

 Your 2011-2012 Finance Committee Members:  

 Dale Miller, Linda Smith, Gregory Boyce, Tony van Werkhooven, Andy Montanaro (and 

Michael Brennan)  
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Summary 

This report is my reflection of the Finance Committee’s issues, discussions, 

conclusions, recommendations and sentiments over the past year. It does not 

represent a unanimous opinion but it does represent a substantial majority of 

members. 

The six topics that I have chosen to review are: Taxpayer Payment Discrepancies, 

Expense and Revenue record keeping; General Measures of Success; External 

Finance reports; Delinquent Tax collections, and Communications. 

To summarize the first category, the tax collection office has a discrepancy in her 

records of at least $50 – 55K. We told the collector that we would help her sort out 

and correct the previous errors and now we must make good on that commitment.  

We have provided 3 recommendations to that end.  

The second category involves the Revenue Reconciliation reports and Expense 

reports that the town generates. Based on two year’s worth of reviews, my 

conclusion, supported by others, is that these reports are incomplete, untimely, 

irregular, and fail to meet the needs of the users, or meet DOR and Auditor’s 

expectations. We are basically flying blind without accurate, timely, consistent 

reports. 

Third topic are Measures of Success. These include 4 areas needing attention: 

A. Closing fiscal year on time with accurate reports. 

B. Recap finished at a reasonable time 

C. Our crazy Free Cash position needs correcting 

D. And we need to start to pay our bills on time. 

 

All these measures are indicators of less than stellar performance. 

 The Forth topic is a recap of the town’s financial health as determined by our own 

Auditors, the Special Turnover Auditor and the DOR  - all of which have provided 

reports during this past 12 months. Each of these reports indicates a dysfunctional 

town government, in serious condition. 
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The fifth category concerns the large backlog of delinquent taxes owed to the 

town, and the need for significant improvements. 

The sixth category revolves around our communications between ourselves (the 

officers and employees) and between the employees and residents in town. This is 

an area of weakness that overlays many other issues and contributes to their 

difficulty.  

In a  summary of recommendations we are asking : 

1. Perform Monthly revenue reconciliations 

2. Complete and Distribute Timely expense reports 

3. Review Expense and Revenue reports : make corrections and adjustments 

4. Pay bills in 30 days. 

5. Reduce our Delinquent tax levels 

6. Divest town of unproductive properties 

7. Review External reports: prioritize corrections, active plan 

8. Review Capital purchases and re-bid contracts over $5000 

9. Plan, monitor, coordinate and control: manage the process of achieving the 

goals above 

10. Enhance official and unofficial communications. 

These and other recommendations will only start to occur when the leadership of 

the town establishes clear oversight and control, and we begin to change our 

philosophy of how a town government ought to operate.  

 

I would request permission to have this full report published on the town’s Web 

page.  

 


